
Steve	 Fizs
by	 Finn	 O’Conner

The story of Steve Fizs [a professor story]

As the years pass by and the pile of dirty dishes gets bigger and bigger as my wife 

slacks out and says, ‘I forgot give me a break. To help her I made the instant dishes 

spray. But she has a horrible aim and it was highly toxic . I decided to go on a holiday so 

we took a rocket from Mars and took it to Europe unfortunately my rocket driving 

licence expired and the space cops from Zagguta sent me to Africa.

 After being trampled by a few elephant he found Europe and had creme bru lee in 

France and mushy pea in England (but he was throwing up after he ate them ) on the 

chunnel he was screaming because once when he was little and lost his favourite 

mutant goldfish he cried so much that his house flooded that why he hate water that 

reminds him why he became an inventor he hated bob the builder and thought he was 

an inventor and so he swore that he would make a better invention then bob did.

Once he was walking in his back yard and lost his pet bogglla slimy shark he cried so 

much his house flooded. That is why he hates water. He is a mouse/ fly little cat/ stout 

bog (Scottish dog). Details are associated with NBC (Nicaragon Broadcasting 

Company).

My name is Steve Fizs. My wife always fails to do the dishes and I hate the piles of 

dishes in the kitchen. I won’t tell you no matter what the stakes are. I would love to be 

tranquillized with a moose tranquillizer. I was starting an unhinge urinal in southern 

France. I won’t tell you after the tragic moose affair in 1961. I am secretly a moose.
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The BoxBile

A large red yellow striped box. 

It has voice and sound 

simulators

To send voices. It then sends 

large pieces of white out on to 

your face. And then sends a 

piece of paper.   
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One morning...

much like other ads...

steve is 
here... with an 
new great in

invention

the boxbile 
texting is hard 
and talking is 

easy now you can 
text  talk

again like other ads
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